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Abstract 
In this paper we improve the construction of Goto (1993) to obtain the Main Theorem: Let n, 
m and k be arbitrary integers such that 0 < m < n - 1 3 1 and m < k < min{2m, n - 1). Then 
there exists a point set Xk,, in Euclidean n-space IR” such that 
(i) pdimX& = m and dimXk,, = k, 
(ii) pdim(X& n H) = m for every hyperplane H in R”, and 
(iii) if either k < n - 1 or k = n - 1 = m, then dim(XJ& n H) = k for every hyperplane H 
in R”. 
Here dim (respectively pdim) denotes covering (respectively metric) dimension, and by a hy- 
perplane in IR” we mean an (n - I)-dimensional affine subspace of R”. 0 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
Keywords: Metric dimension; Covering dimension; Point set; Hyperplane 
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1. Introduction 
Let S c Iw’ be the space described by Sitnikov [6] satisfying the relation 1 = pdim S < 
dims = 2, where pdim (respectively dim) denotes the metric (respectively covering) 
dimension. As easily seen, the space S has a remarkable property that pdim(S n H) = 
pdim S for every plane H in IR3. Motivated by this, we will be concerned with the 
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problems whether there exists a point set X in Euclidean n-space IR” satisfying (A) or 
both of the following two conditions: 
pdim(X n H) = pdim X for every hyperplane H in IR”. (A) 
dim(X f? H) = dimX for every hyperplane H in R”. (B) 
Here by a hyperplune in R” we mean an (n - 1)-dimensional affine subspace of JR”. 
The first result of this paper is the following which improves [2, Lemma 41: 
Theorem 1. For arbitrary integers m and n with 0 < m < n - 1 3 1, there exists a 
point set X$ in IR” such that 
(i) PdimXk = m and dimX; = min{2m, n - I}, and 
(ii) pdim(Xz n H) = mfor every hyperplune H in IR”. 
Let us note that if a nonempty space X in IP satisfies condition (l), then necessarily 
n > 2 and dim X < n - 1. Moreover since dim X < 2 pdim X by a Kadtov’s inequal- 
ity [4], the space Xz in Theorem 1 is one which admits the maximal difference between 
dim and pdim among those spaces X in JR” satisfying pdim X = m and condition (1). 
In contrast with Theorem 1, it will be shown that there exists Yp in IP with 
PdimYT = dim Yc = k satisfying condition (1) (and also (1)) for arbitrary integers 
n and k with 0 < k < n - 1 3 1 (Theorem 9). 
Now suppose that a space X in R” satisfies both (1) and (1) with dim X = k and 
pdim X = m. Then as above, it must be n > 2 and m 6 k < min{2m, n - l}, and also 
eitherk<n-lork=n-l=m;indeed,ifdimX=n-l,thenXnHmusthave 
nonempty interior in a hyperplane H by (l), which implies pdim X = n - 1. 
The following is the main result of this paper which extends [3, Theorem]: 
Main Theorem. Let n, m and k be arbitrary integers such that 0 < m < n - 1 > 1 
and m < k < min{2m, n - l}. Then there exists a point set Xz,, in IP such that 
(i) PdimXz,, = m and dimXG,I, = k, 
(ii) pdim(Xk k n H) = m for every hyperplane H in I%“, and 
(iii) if either d < n - 1 or k = n - 1 = m, then dim(Xi,, n H) = k for every 
hyperplane H in IR”. 
For undefined terminology we refer the reader to [l]. 
2. Preliminaries 
By II we denote the closed interval [-1, 11. Also, N, Z and Q denote the sets of natural 
numbers, integers and rationals, respectively. Thus .7= = {z + IP: z E Zn} is a collection 
of congruent n-cubes whose interiors cover R”. Similarly, 3i = { (l/i)2 + [0, l/i]? z E 
P}, i E N, is a cover of lR” by n-cubes whose interiors are pairwise disjoint and sides 
are of length l/i. We set 
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where r(J) denotes the union of j-faces of r. Let (Y = {ui} be a sequence of points in 
R” and rn; n be integers with 0 < m < n - 1. Then we define 
S;(a) = Iw” - u {Ui + F,(n-7”-‘): i E N} 
Fact 2 (cf. [2, Lemma 41). pdimS$,(o) = m or every sequence Q of points in II%“. f 
Indeed, for every i, S;(a) admits a continuous map f onto the m-skeleton of the 
decomposition of R” by n-cubes which is dual to Fi, satisfying 115 - f(z) 11 < &/2i for 
every z. This implies bdim S:(o) 6 m (cf. [7, Corollary 2]), and the opposite inequality 
is obvious because Sk(a) contains a (rectilinear) m-simplex. The following is a special 
case of [8, Theorem 31: 
Fact 3. If a sequence (Y = {ai} of points in IP’ satis$es the condition 
dim( (ai + F2(71--7)L-1)) n (a3 + F~~-m-“)) < k whenever i # j: 
then dim Sz ((1) 3 n - k - 2. 
For every finite set A of E%” and every integer k with 0 < k < n - 1, we set 
A’“] = {[IQ,. . . , ~~1: wo>. . ,uj E A, j < k} 
where [UO, . . . ,IJ.~] denotes the plane (i.e., the affine subspace) determined by points 
~0, . , v/j. Then we say that p E Rn is in a general position (or g.p., for short) relative 
to A, ifp 6 (JA b’l . We denote by ?rk : R” --) IF& 1 < k < n, the projection of IR” into 
the kth factor. 
Fact 4 (cf. [2, Lemma 41). If a = {a,} in IR” satisfies the condition that 
(Tk(ai) + (l/i)Z) n (TQ(u~) + (l/j)Z) = 8 whenever i # j, 
for every k = 1,. . , n, then dim,!?:(o) = min{2m, n - 1). 
This follows from Fact 3 and the fact that if o satisfies the condition in Fact 4, then 
dim ((ui + I$~-‘~-‘)) n (uj + $‘“-‘“-I))) = max{n - 2m - 2, -1). 
Sitnikov’s space S cited above is of type 5’: (a) with CI: satisfying the condition in Fact 3 
for (m. n) = (1,3). Also the space Xk with m > 0, which will be given in the proof 
of Theorem 1, is of form S’z (cy). 
3. Point sets Xk and Yc 
For a sequence cy = {ai} of points in IR”, we consider the condition: 
Every point p E (Ui + E:(O)) n P is g.p. relative to 
u{(u~+F~“))nr”: j<i}. 
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Lemma 5. There exists a sequence CE = {ai} of points in Q” satisfying (CJ for all 
i 3 2. 
Proof. We put al = 0, the origin of IR”, and suppose that aj E Q” are chosen so that 
(Cj) are satisfied for all j < i. Then since U(U{aj + I$‘): j < i} n I”)[“-‘] n II” is 
closed and nowhere dense in II”, we can choose ai E Q” such that 
(ai+F,(“))fllI”n U(U{aj+F, 
( 
(O): j < i} n 1”) “““) = 0, 
which means (Ci). Hence inductively, we can define a desired Q. 0 
Let us note that (Ci) implies 
(rk(ai) + (I/@) n (rrk(aj) + (l/j)Z) = 0 (1) 
for every j < i and k = 1, . . . , n. Since each F,(n-m-l) can be expressed as the countable 
union of (n - m - 1)-planes, there exist (n - m - I)-planes .c;m-’ such that 
a_ + F,+“-1) = 
2 2 U {B&+-‘: s E IV}, i E N. (2) 
Lemma 6. Suppose a sequence a = {ai} ofpoints in IF? (n 2 2) satisjes (Ci) for every 
i > 2. Then for every hyperplane H in IF’ with H n Int II” # 0, 
A = {i E N: .&m-1 n I[” # 0, B~;m-l c H for some s E N} 
consists of at most n elements. 
Proof. Assume the contrary; then there would exist it,. . . , in+, 21 < . < &+I) such 
that 
B;!Sy-’ n IT # 0 and B&y-’ cH forsomes. j:‘l 3, >“‘I n+ 1. 
Let 
vj E B&y-’ n I[” n (ai, + Fz!p’) . 
Then since o satisfies (C,) for every i, (‘~1,. . . , v,+ 1) is in a general position in IP, 
which contradicts dim H = n - 1. U 
Lemma 7. Let m and n be integers with 0 < m < n - 1 2 1 and LY a sequence of 
points in II%” satisfying (Ci) for every i 3 2. Then we have 
(i) pdim S$ (0) = m and dims;(a) = min{2m, n - 1). 
(ii) pdim(S&(a) n H) = m or every hyperplane H in JR” in case m > 0. f 
Proof. (i) This follows from Facts 2 and 4. 
(ii) We may assume that H f? Int Iin # 0 because z + S&(o) = Sk(a) for every 
z E Z”. By use of A in Lemma 6 we set 
X1 = U {ai + Fz(n-m-‘): i E A} n B” and 
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x2 = u {Ui + pm-‘): i q! A} n IL”. 
Then Sz(o)nHnIP = HnJP -X1UX2. Since dim(HnXt) < n-m- 1 < n-2 and 
X1 is closed by Lemma 6, we can take a nonempty set U in H with U C H n II” - XI. 
Then we have Sk(a) n U = U - X2, and U n X2 is the countable union of sets which 
are the intersections of U with planes of dimension < n - m - 2. Hence we have 
pdim(Sk(cu) n H) 3 ~dim(S~(cr) n U) > (n - 1) - (n - m - 2) - 1 = m. 
which implies the lemma. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let o be an arbitrary sequence of points in IR” which satisfies 
(Ci) for all i 3 2. We choose a point qi+ from each hyperplane B&’ so that Q = 
{qi,,s: i: s E N} is discrete in IR”. Then we define 




St(o) u Q (m = 0). 
Obviously we have dimXt = 0 because dim St (a) = dim Q = 0 and Q is closed. Then 
it is evident that Xk satisfies all of the required conditions in view of Lemma 7. 0 
Let Nr be the space of those points in IR” at most k of whose coordinates are 
rationals. It is known that dim Nr = k (cf. [ 11) and pdim N[ = k because Nr contains 
a k-simplex. Moreover for every hyperplane H in IF, we have 
k-l<I*.dim(N~nH)<dim(N~flH)<k, O<k<n. (3) 
Also it is obvious that Nk c S;(a) f or every sequence (Y of points in Q”. Let 
A:-‘“-’ be (n, - k - 1)-planes such that 
N~=lR7L-U{A~-kP’: HEW}, O<k<n-1. (4) 
We denote by F& = {Hi: i E IV} the family of all hyperplanes in JR” which are 
determined by points in Q”. Moreover, we set d:Pk-t = {An-It-1: Al-“-’ C H} 
for arbitrary hyperplanes H in RF. Since every nonempty open set in A:-“-’ contains 
points in Q” densely, we have 
Lemma 8. Zf U is a nonempty open set in a hyperplane H in II%” such that U n 
(IJ dLek-‘) is dense in U for some k with 0 6 k < n - 1, then H E ‘HO. 
The following theorem shows the existence of a point set satisfying (A) (and also (B)) 
with the minimal difference between pdim and dim. 
Theorem 9. Let n and k be integers such that 0 < k < n - 1 3 1. Then there exists a 
space Yr in IF%” such that 
(i) NC c Yc c Nz+,, 
(ii) PdimYc = dimY2 = k, and 
(iii) pdim(Y; n H) = dim(YF n H) = kfor every hyperplane H in IR”. 
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Proof. First we choose a sequence {zi} of points in Z” such that Hi n Int(.zi + P) # 0 
for Hi E ?f7_to and {zi + II”: i E PI} is discrete in R”. Then we can take a k-simplex 
CJ” c N,“,, n (.zi + P) n Hi 
for every i. We set Yz = Nt U U{c$: i E N}. Then obviously (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
To prove (iii), let H be an arbitrary hyperplane with H $ ‘Ho. Then by Lemma 8, 
UdnHkk' is not dense in H. Hence there exists a nonempty open set U in H such that 
U n (Ud;-‘-l) = 8. Th en it is clear that Nz n U contains a k-simplex and hence 
pdim(Y,” n H) = dim(YT n H) = k. 0 
In the above proof, it has been proved that 
pdim(N[ n H) = dim(N,” n H) (5) 
holds if H $ 7-10; however, as it is shown in the following, the condition H @ T-lo can 
be dropped. 
Theorem 10. For every hyperplane H in IR”, hdim(Nt n H) = dim(Nt n H), 0 < 
/C<?&-1. 
Proof. Let H be the hyperplane defined by Cy__i uizi = b. We set X = {i: ai # 0); 
here we may assume n E X. If in particular, X = {n}, then Nz n H is a copy of N& 
or N,“-’ according as b/a, E Q or not, and (5) follows. Hence we can assume that 
s = 1x1 3 2. Then we claim that 
dim(N,” n H) = pdim(Nc n H) = k. (6) 
Let 7re:E” -3 IRS = n{lRi: i E A}, lF& = R, be the projection. Also by rr :lP --+ 
lR”-’ we denote the projection defined by rr(z,, . . . ,x,) = (~1,. . . ,X,-I). Then it is 
obvious that 
+: H -+ IP-’ is a uniform isomorphism, and 
if A:-“-’ c H, then A:-‘“-’ c n;‘(p) c H for some p E Q” n q(H). 
Let us set 
(7) 
(8) 
A= {~(~,y(p))nn~-~: pi no(H) np} 
u {T(A;-k-’ n H) n I”-‘: AFpk-l z C H}, 
where ll+’ is the (n - 1)-cube in XX”-t. Then A is a countable family of closed sets in 
IlnP1 and clearly we have 
dim(n(r;‘(p)) n I?-‘) < n - s 6 n - 2 for p E ro(H) n Q”, and 
dim(r(A:-“-’ n H) n IF’) < TZ - k - 2 if A~-“-’ $f H. 
Moreover it is impossible that rr(n;‘(p)) n P-l intersects with all of the (n - 2)-faces 
of P-l; indeed, rr(ri’(p)) is parallel to at least one of the (n - 2)-faces. The same is 
true also for T(A~-“-’ n H) rl I[“-‘. Also the following statements are valid: 
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+;‘(P)) n 7&7*(d) = 0 if p # 9 (p, q 6 Q” n do). 
dim(n(Aq”-“-’ n H) n r(A,“-‘“-’ n H)) < n - k - 3 
if Anek-’ n H # A,“-“-’ n H (A:-“-’ $f H and A,“-“-’ $ H). 
dim(7r(n;‘(p)) n 7r(Ay-“-’ n H)) < n - k - 3 
if A:-“-’ n H @ n,‘(p) (p E Q” n To(H) and A;-“-’ @ H). 
Hence by [5, Theorem 21 we obtain 
lldirn(IP-‘-Ud) an-l-(n-k-3)-2=k. 
Since P-’ -U A c r(N,” nH) by (S), we have pdim(N,” n H) = pdim n(iV,” n H) 3 k 
by virtue of (7), which proves (6). 0 
4. Proof of Main Theorem 
Hereafter we fix integers n, m and k satisfying 
O<m<n-131 and m<k<min{2m,n-I}. (9) 
Lemma 11 (cf. [3]). Let a be a sequence ofpoints in IF. Then 
(i) pdim(S;(a) n N;) = m, and 
(ii) ij in particulul; LY sutisjes condition (Ci)for all i > 2, then dim(S$(cr) nN;) = k. 
Proof. (i) By the definition of S;(Q) and (4) we have 
S;(o) n N; = IF - (u {Q + F/n-m-‘): i E NJ> u u {A;-“-‘: i E IV}). 
Then since m < k, Sk(a) n NC contains an m-simplex, and (i) follows from Lemma 7. 
(ii) We recall that (C,) implies that if j < i, then 
dim( (ai + I?/7L--71L-“) n (aj + F~rL--rri-‘))) 6 min{n - 2m - 2, -l} 
<n-k-2. 
Moreover, it is clear that dim(Ar-k-’ n Ay-‘-‘) < n - k - 2(i # j) and 
dim( (ai + FjriPm-‘)) n Aj”-“-I) < n - k - 2 if A:-“-’ g ai + $‘,(n-m-‘). 
Hence we have dim(Sk(a) n IV:) 3 n-(n-k-2)-2=kby[8,Theorem3]. 0 
Lemma 12. Let k 3 m + 1 and H a hypeplane in RF. Then pdim(S&(a) n N; f’ H) = 
m for every ck satisfying (Ci) for all i 3 2. 
Proof. We note that m 3 1 by (9). Then as in the proof of Lemma 7, there exists a 
nonempty open set U in H such that dim(U n (ai + F,(n-m-‘))) < TL - m - 2 for every 
i. Also it is clear that dim(U n A:-“-‘) < n - k - 1 < n - m - 2 for every i. Since 
S;(o) n A$ n U = U - (u {Q + F,(n-m-‘): i E IV} u u {A;-“-‘: i E N}), 
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we have 
pdim(SE(cr) n iV2 n H) > pdim(SE(a) n Nt n U) 
a(n-l)-(n-m-2)-l=m. 0 
Henceforth we fix an o = {ui} in Q” satisfying (CJ for all i > 2. Let us define 
Fi,j = (CL~ + Fjn-ml)) n (aj + F3(n-m-l)), i # j. 
In case 2m < n - 2, there exists a collection .Ei,j of (n - 2m - 2)-planes such that 
IJ Fi,j = Fi,j, and we set Fi,j = 0 if 2m > n - I. 
Lemma 13. For every hyperplane H in IL?” with H +! ‘l-to, we have 
dim (S;(a) n N; n H) = k 
ifeitherk<n_2ork=m. 
Proof. First we note that if k = m, then dim(Sz(a) n iVt n H) = dim(N; n H) = k 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 9). Hence we can assume that m + 1 6 k 6 n - 2 and also 
that H n Int P # 0 because .z + (S;(o) n N;) = S;(a) n IV; for every z E Z”. 
Let U be a nonempty open set in H n IntIP such that dim(U n (ai + F,(“-““-‘I)) < 
n - m - 2 for every i. Then by Lemma 8, we can take a nonempty open set V in U 
with V n (IJ A>-‘-‘) = 0. Let us set 
3ff = {F E u{3i,j: i # j}: F C H, F n 1” # @}. 
Since every F E 3i,j contains points in Q” densely if F # 0, V n (IJ 3~) can not be 
dense in V. Hence we can choose a nonempty open set W C V with W n (U 3~) = 0. 
Then we have 
dim (IV n (ai + Fi(71-m-‘))) < n - m - 2 for every i, (10) 
dim (IV n AnPk-‘) < n - k - 2 for every i, and (11) 
dim (IV n (ai + F,(n-mP1)) n (aj + Fjr,-mP1))) 
< max{n - 2m - 3, -l} 6 n - k - 3 whenever i # j. (12) 
It is clear that the equality holds in (10) or (11) according to W n (Ui + F,!“-“-‘I) # 8 
or W n A:-“-’ # 0. Hence we have 
dim(W n A:-“-’ n A?-“-‘) < n - k - 3 
if WnAl-“-’ # WnAjn-k-l, and 
dim(W n A:-“-’ n (uj + F~n--m--l))) < n - k - 3 
if W n Al-“-’ qf W n (uj + FjnPnL-‘)). Hence we obtain 
dim(SE(a) n N; n H) > dim(SE(cr) n IV; n W) 2 k 
by [8, Theorem 31. 0 
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The following lemma can be proved similarly as Lemma 13 and we omit the proof. 
Lemma 14. k - 1 < dim(S$(a) n Ng n H) < k,for every hyperplane H in IL?“. 
Proof of Main Theorem. As in the proof of Theorem 9 we take a sequence {zi} of 
points in Zn such that Hi n Int(q + P) # 8 and { zi + I[“: i E W} is discrete in R’“. 
Then by Lemma 14 we can define Ji with dim J, = k where 
J,=S~(a)nN,“n(zi+Il”)nH, or Ji=S;(a)nN,“,,n(zi+IIn)nHi. 
We set 
(S;(a) n N;) u U{Ji: HEN} (m+l<k<n-2), 
Xn m,k = S;(a) n N:_, (m+l<k=n-I), 
YC (m = k < R - l), 
where Yp = N; U(_{c+: i E RI} and each u” is a k-simplex contained in N;+, n Hi n 
(2% + P) (cf. Theorem 9); here it is possible to choose C$ so that 
U” c S,p(a) n N,“,, n Hi n (xi + I[“) 
(cf. Lemma 14). Then we have 
S;(Q) n IV; c X;,, c S;(Q) n NC+,, (13) 
which implies ,udim X$,, = k by Lemma 11. Also we have dim X$,, = k by Lemma 11 
and Theorem 9; we note that each Ji is closed and {Ji: i E PJ} is discrete in Xk,, in 
case m + 1 < k < n - 2. Thus condition (i) of Main Theorem is satisfied. Moreover, the 
remaining conditions (ii) and (iii) follow from Lemma 12, Lemma 13 and Theorem 9 
directly. This completes the proof of Main Theorem. 0 
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